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Abstract
Logic programming has long being advocated for legal reasoning, and several approaches have been put
forward relying upon explicit representation of the law in logic programming terms. In this position
paper we focus on the PROLEG logic-programming-based framework for formalizing and reasoning
with Japanese presupposed ultimate fact theory. Specifically, we examine challenges and opportunities
in leveraging deep learning techniques for improving legal reasoning using PROLEG, identifying four
distinct options ranging from enhancing fact extraction using deep learning to end-to-end solutions
for reasoning with textual legal descriptions. We assess advantages and limitations of each option,
considering their technical feasibility, interpretability, and alignment with the needs of legal practitioners
and decision-makers. We believe that our analysis can serve as a guideline for developers aiming to
build effective decision-support systems for the legal domain, while fostering a deeper understanding of
challenges and potential advancements by neuro-symbolic approaches in legal applications.
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1. Introduction

Legal reasoning is a complex process that involves evaluating and applying principles, rules,
and regulations from various sources, such as legislation, case law, and general legal principles.
The advancement of AI, particularly in terms of deep learning and natural language understand-
ing, has created new opportunities for developing systems that can aid legal practitioners in
navigating this complex landscape.

In this paper, we examine the challenges and opportunities in leveraging deep learning
techniques for improving legal reasoning using the PROLEG system [1], a logic-programming-
based framework for formalizing and reasoning with the Japanese presupposed Ultimate Fact
theory (JUF theory, in short, from Youken-jijisturon, in Japanese). The JUF theory is used for
decision-making by judges under incomplete information.

PROLEG accommodates a representation of the JUF theory in logic programming terms,
reflecting lawyers’ reasoning by drawing upon the idea of “openness” proposed for the JUF
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theory. However, the deployment of PROLEG to reason about particular input cases requires
the addition of suitable facts, relating to the cases, to the system.

In this position paper we explore various options for integrating deep learning techniques
into the legal reasoning process envisaged by PROLEG. We discuss these options in the context
of extracting and leveraging facts from natural language texts, ranging from enhancing fact
extraction to end-to-end solutions for reasoning with textual legal descriptions. We provide toy
illustrations of the various options.

Our analysis is targeted at developers working on decision-support systems for legal prac-
titioners, and our proposed options are designed to address the challenges and limitations
observed in related works, such as understanding and applying prescriptive rules specified in
natural language, providing better structural insights, and effectively representing and sharing
legal knowledge using well-defined logical languages.

Throughout the paper, we assess the advantages and limitations of each option, considering
their technical feasibility, interpretability and alignment with the needs of legal practitioners
such as judges, jurors, and lawyers involved in decision-making based on legal information. By
combining deep learning with symbolic reasoning methods, we aim to provide developers with
insights and solutions for building effective and comprehensible decision-support systems in
the legal domain.

2. Related Work

Natural Language Processing (NLP) and Natural Language Understanding (NLU) tasks applied
to law have proliferated in the recent years, with several works in the literature focusing on
the challenge of legal reasoning and decision-making using structured, logical representations
derived from texts. This work relates to several areas of active research.

Holzenberger et al. [2] presents a dataset and legal-domain text corpus to investigate the per-
formance of NLU approaches on statutory reasoning. The study compares the results of machine
reading models with a hand-constructed Prolog-based system, highlighting the challenges facing
statutory reasoning moving forward. This work demonstrates the importance of understanding
and applying prescriptive rules specified in natural language for legal reasoning. Further work
by Holzenberger and Van Durme [3] decomposes statutory reasoning into four types of NLU
challenge problems by introducing concepts and structures found in Prolog programs. Their
results show that models for statutory reasoning benefit from the additional structure, leading
to improved performance over prior baselines and finer-grained model diagnostics.

Palmirani et al. [4] extends the RuleML language [5] to create LegalRuleML, enabling the
effective sharing and exchange of legal knowledge between documents, business rules, and
software applications. This work focuses on detecting, modeling, and expressively representing
legal knowledge to support legal reasoning and its application in the business rule domain. In a
similar context, Schneider et al. [6] describe the EU-funded project Lynx, which aims to create
a Legal Knowledge Graph (LKG) for the semantic processing, analysis, and enrichment of legal
documents. The article discusses the use cases, platforms, and semantic analysis services that
operate on the documents for more effective legal information management.

Early work by Nakamura et al. [7] proposes a framework for translating legal sentences into



logical form, and describes the implementation of such an experimental system. In a similar
vein, Lagos et al. [8] present an event extraction mechanism based on NLP techniques to extract
the use of entity related information corresponding to the relations among the parties of a case
in the form of events. More recently, the work by Gaur et al. [9] address the translation of legal
text into formal representations using the NL2KR system. This system translates legal text into
various formal representations, enabling the use of existing logical reasoning approaches on
legal text in English. By allowing reasoning with text, this work bridges the gap between natural
language processing and existing logical reasoning frameworks designed for legal information.

In the remainder, we will explore several options for improving the performance and appli-
cability of the PROLEG legal reasoning support system [1]. Each option proposed is based on
the related work and methods discussed above, aiming to enhance the reasoning capabilities of
PROLEG by incorporating deep learning techniques for extracting and leveraging facts from
natural language texts. These options attempt to address different challenges and limitations
observed in previous works, such as the difficulty in understanding and applying prescriptive
rules specified in natural language [2], the need for additional structural insights provided by
Prolog-based systems [3], and the importance of effectively representing and sharing legal
knowledge using well-defined logical languages [4].

3. Options

We focus here on the following setting: laws have been mapped onto PROLEG; there are text
descriptions of the “facts” to which the laws need to be applied; we want to “emulate” reasoning
with the laws and facts by using PROLEG and a logical description of the “facts”.1

3.1. Option 1: PROLEG + Fact Extraction by Deep Learning

This is the approach envisaged with PROLEG, whereby the facts are standard PROLOG facts and
are to be used in combination with PROLEG using its standard inference mechanism. The fact
extraction is carried out by fine-tuning a language model.

Fact extraction requires carrying out several sub-tasks, given an input text (the query)
describing the facts in natural language:

• Identifying which (article of) law matches the query;
• Identifying which bits of the (article of) law matches the query;
• Populate the logical facts underpinning the law with the information from the query

matching the law (see [10, 11]).

1This setting is in line with the goals of a judge or juror who needs to decide on the outcome of a case. Of course,
there are other settings of interest. For example, we could be wanting to generate the “facts” so that the outcome of
the application of the law is “driven” by the lawyer presenting the “facts”. In this alternative setting, we may want
to look for most “beneficial facts”. This latter setting is in line with the operation of defence or plaintiff lawyers.



3.2. Option 2: ProbLEG: PROLEG + Probabilistic Fact Extraction by Deep
Learning

This is an alternative approach, whereby the facts are probabilistic as in ProbLog [12] and are to
be used in combination with PROLEG using ProbLog’s inference mechanism. The fact extraction
needs to be again carried out externally to PROLEG and ProbLog, e.g. by fine-tuning a language
model [13, 14, 15, 16].

3.3. Option 3: Deep ProbLEG

The first two approaches are neuro-symbolic in a loose sense (in that the deep learning and
reasoning components interface but are kept separate). A fundamentally different approach
integrates reasoning and fact extraction tightly in the spirit of Deep ProbLog [17]. This approach
would require injecting PROLEG into a deep architecture of the kind explored in [17], whereby
reasoning a-la-ProbLog follows probabilistic fact extraction within a cohesive whole.

3.4. Option 4: End-to-End Deep Learning

This final approach is aimed at serving as a baseline and is expected to be less interpretable
than the other three, based on fine-tuning language models, such as domain-oriented models
[18, 19] or robust domain-independent models [20, 21, 22], to reason directly with the textual
representation of the legislation with the textual representation of the facts. This approach
would not rely on reasoning with PROLEG directly and will be non-interpretable.

Methodologically, we could see the legal reasoning that PROLEG is carrying out as a form of
soft theorem proving [23], possibly fine-tuning the adversarial method in [24].

4. A toy illustration

Here we focus on illustrating the first two options with a simple toy example with standard
PROLEG structure but made-up laws. Our aim is to show what the two options may amount to.
A first law may be represented in PROLEG by:

right(B,S)<=
cond(B,S).

cond(B,S) <=
sub_con(B,S).

𝑠𝑢𝑏_𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑 may amount to ‘being friends’.

exception(sub_con(B,S),ex(B,S)).

ex(B,S) <=
ex_con(B,S).



𝑠𝑢𝑏_𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑 may amount to ‘knowing each other for a long time’.

A second law may be represented simply as:

other_right(B,S) <= smtg(B,S).

𝑒𝑥_𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑 may amount to ‘working together’
Facts are about 𝑠𝑢𝑏_𝑐𝑜𝑛(𝐵,𝑆) and 𝑒𝑥_𝑐𝑜𝑛(𝐵,𝑆), as well as 𝑠𝑚𝑡𝑔(𝐵,𝑆).

Suppose the textual description of three cases of interest is as follows:

case 1 Thanh and Kostas met recently but are good friends already (thus they satisfy the
sub-conditions for the first law);

case 2 Ken and Francesca have collaborated for a while (do they satisfy the conditions of the
second law? the exception to the first law?) and are in good terms (do they satisfy the
conditions of the first law?);

case 3 Thanh is working under Ken’s supervision (do they trigger the second law?) and they
are in good terms (do they satisfy the sub-conditions of the first law?).

Here, case 1 most definitely matches the first law, and case 3 probably matches the second law
(but may also be deemed somewhat to match the first law); it is very unclear though whether
case 2 matches the first law (with exception) or the second law. Also, after deciding which law
case 2 matches, there is uncertainty in extracting the facts.

Mapping PROLEG into PROLOG. We focus here on the object-level translation of the above
PROLEG program [1], as follows:

right(B, S) :- cond(B, S).
cond(B, S) :- sub_con(B, S), not ex_con(B, S).
other_right(B, S) :- smtg(B, S).

sub_con(thanh, kostas).
sub_con(ken, fran).

ex_con(ken, fran).
smtg(thanh, ken).

This translation makes use of transforming exception clauses in PROLEG as negation by failure
in the condition of the rules2. An alternative translation that we may want to consider is given
in Appendix A.
2This is compatible with the spirit of the standard translation methods for PROLEG already described in
http://research.nii.ac.jp/ ksatoh/juris-informatics-papers/jurix2009-ksatoh.pdf



Option 1 Deep learning learns “crisp” logical facts, e.g. they may be:

sub_con(thanh,kostas). %(first case)

sub_con(ken,fran). %(and)
ex_con(ken,fran). %(second case)

smtg(thanh,ken). %(third case)

Option 2 Deep learning learns probabilities. What are these probabilities on? The facts
or the applicability of the laws? This makes a difference if (𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑(𝐵,𝑆) ∪ 𝑒𝑥_𝑐𝑜𝑛(𝐵,𝑆)) ∩
𝑠𝑚𝑡𝑔(𝐵,𝑆) ̸= ∅. Also, even if (𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑(𝐵,𝑆)∪𝑒𝑥_𝑐𝑜𝑛(𝐵,𝑆))∩𝑠𝑚𝑡𝑔(𝐵,𝑆) = ∅, the probability
of matching a law may play a role in determining the probability of the facts holding.

Determining the probability of facts in isolation. This may result in something like

0.99::sub_con(thanh, kostas).

0.51::sub_con(ken, fran).

0.73::ex_con(ken, fran).

0.49::smtg(ken, fran).

0.51::sub_con(thanh, ken).

0.65::smtg(thanh, ken).

Determining the probability of facts while taking into account the relevance of laws.
This means that the probability of a fact may be a function of two probabilities: that the case
matches a law and that phrases in the case description fit atomic templates. For example, we
may compute the following probabilities that the cases match the laws:3

• Case 1 matches law 1 with probability 1;
• Case 2 matches law 1 with probability 0.7 and law 2 with probability 0.3;
• Case 3 matches law 2 with probability 0.6 and law 1 with probability 0.4.

Then, for each case (when the law applicability is probable according to some treashold), we
determine the probability of the atomic templates 𝑠𝑢𝑏_𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑(·, ·), 𝑒𝑥_𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑(·, ·), and 𝑠𝑚𝑡𝑔(·, ·)
being instantiatable on the textual description of the cases.
3We may need to assume that the two laws are independent.



Suppose that case 1 matches 𝑠𝑢𝑏_𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑(·, ·) with probability 0.99. Then, the resulting
probabilistic fact is

(1 * 0.99) = 0.99::sub_con(thanh, kostas).

Suppose that case 3 matches 𝑠𝑚𝑡𝑔(·, ·) with probability 0.9. Then, the resulting probabilistic
fact is

(0.6 * 0.9) = 0.54::sub_con(ken, fran).

Keeping the relevance of the laws and the matching of the atomic templates separate.
This amount to treating the applicability of laws “abductively”, and may lead (in our example) to:

right(B, S) :- cond(B, S), applicable_1(B, S).

cond(B, S) :- sub_con(B, S), not ex_con(B, S).

other_right(B, S) :- smtg(B, S), applicable_2(B, S).

Then the fact:

0.95::sub_con(thanh, kostas).
0.55::sub_con(ken, fran).

0.78::ex_con(ken, fran).
0.42::smtg(ken, fran).

0.50::sub_con(thanh, ken).
0.69::smtg(thanh, ken).

0.99::applicable_1(thanh, kostas).

0.51::applicable_1(ken, fran).
0.49::applicable_2(ken, fran).

0.71::applicable_1(thanh, kenn).
0.81::applicable_2(thanh, kenn).

5. Discussions and Conclusion

We have explored challenges and opportunities of combining deep learning techniques and
the PROLEG system to improve legal reasoning. Our analysis has identified four distinct



options ranging from enhancing fact extraction using deep learning to end-to-end solutions for
reasoning with textual legal descriptions. Throughout our analysis, we have taken the standpoint
of developers rather than legal practitioners. In other words, the systems we envision could be
used as the backend of decision-support systems, potentially by enforcing certain threshold
conditions to facilitate decision-making and reasoning in legal contexts.

Although we primarily focused on a "judge/juror" setting for developers, some of the analyses
and methodologies we propose could be adapted to a "lawyer" setting, as discussed earlier. In
this context, our systems could be used to support the selection and presentation of facts that
lead to a desired conclusion (or a high probability of it) and aid in evidence retrieval to build
strong legal arguments and cases.

By integrating deep learning with symbolic reasoning methods, we can develop more robust
and flexible legal reasoning systems that can handle the challenges posed by natural language
ambiguity and rigid logical representations.

Some additional benefits of the proposed approaches include:

• A better understanding of the strengths and weaknesses of different arguments and the
underlying evidence.

• Effective identification of crucial evidence and the areas where such evidence can be
found to overturn a legal decision if necessary.

• Enhanced capability to debug legal decisions and regulations, allowing for more efficient
evaluation and adjustments in legal frameworks.

In conclusion, by leveraging the advancements in deep learning and natural language under-
standing, the proposed options aim to provide developers with practical tools and methods for
building decision-support systems that aid various legal practitioners, including judges, jurors,
and lawyers, in navigating the complex landscape of legal reasoning and decision-making.
Moving forward, we plan to delve deeper into the four options, providing a comprehensive
examination and evaluation of each method to further enhance our understanding of their
potential impact and applications in the legal domain.
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A. Alternative PROLEG translations

A somewhat more sophisticated object-level translation of the PROLEG program in Section 4
could be as follows:

right(B, S) :- cond(B, S).

cond(B, S) :- sub_con(B, S), not exempt_sub_con(B, S).

exempt_sub_con(B, S) :-
ex_con(B, S), not exempt_ex_con(B, S).

other_right(B, S) :- smtg(B, S).

sub_con(thanh, kostas).
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sub_con(ken, fran).

ex_con(ken, fran).

smtg(thanh, ken).

The latter translation method is more methodological and has hooks for exceptions of exceptions.
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